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Mission

To accelerate the sustainable decarbonisation of the maritime 
sector to deliver safe, technically feasible and commercially 
viable zero-emission shipping by 2030.

Strategic Goals

Enable the energy transition

Ensure safe adoption of sustainable carbon 
neutral marine fuels

Increase uptake of sustainable carbon 
neutral marine fuels by 2030

Influence effective policy



The three horizons approach
Dominant system at 
present no longer fit 
for purpose

The long-term 
successor to 
business as usual

Transition activities to:
- improve and prolong life (-)
- pave the way for the emergence 
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https://www.iffpraxis.com/3h-approach


Zero-Carbon Fuel Monitor

Holistic, cross supply-chain assessment of readiness
TRL consistently highest - Marine solutions are being validated, prototypes and pilots are being demonstrated.

CRL progressing – Regulation is evolving to consider sustainability, but currently fragmented

IRL lowest – ZCF are more expensive today and uncertain in the future. Fleet/Regional requirements undeveloped

Identifying  shortfalls and opportunities to advance solution readiness

Detailed analysis for:
a) specific fleet
b) different fuel transition strategies 
c) fuel production routes 
Collaboration to develop a system 
solution that works for the group



Green shipping corridor 

Ref: https://www.globalmaritimeforum.org/ 

Definition: a shipping route between two major port hubs (including intermediary stopovers) on which the 
technological, economic, and  regulatory feasibility of the operation of zero-emissions ships is catalysed
through public and private actions—offers the opportunity to accelerate progress in tackling  the challenges of 
decarbonising shipping.



The framework



Case study – HK-SIN feeder trade

Map of the area where the identified Containership 
Feeders fleet mainly operate

222 
vessels

1.4           
mt FO 

per year

4.7       
mtCO2 per 

year
~ roughly 70% of 
UK domestic fleet
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Key criteria:

1. Potential  ‘first movers’ 

2. Fairly high concentration of 
regular cargo traffic calling at 
specific major hubs/ports

3. The fleet transition will ensure 
a significant impact

4. The fleet transition could act 
as a catalyst for other ships, 
scalability



Both retrofits & newbuilds required to meet net zero by 2050

Existing fleet evolution – Retrofitting & Scrappage



Building up the required fuel supply infrastructure

Fuel procurement is equally important as fleet transition.

It’s important to understand where and how the fuels will be 
produced and how they will be transported where they are 
needed

This analysis assessed 56 different fuel production routes



Fleet total costs

• This represents the cumulative total cost for the whole fleet
• Ammonia shows the lowest cost increase from 2040 onwards = cheapest fuel



Build a resilient, long-term, fleet-
specific decarbonisation plan in 
collaboration with stakeholders 
from across the supply chain.

Objectives

Enable tangible commitments from 
selected stakeholders to invest in 
actions drawn out of the plan and 
build pilot demonstrations. 

Demonstrate regional leadership 
that can build wider industry 
confidence in an earlier transition, 
whilst building first-mover 
capability and knowledge that can 
contribute to the wider industry. 

The Lloyd’s Register Maritime Decarbonisation Hub and partners launch ‘The Silk Alliance’ to develop a Green Corridor 
Cluster beginning with intra-Asia container trade

Mission



Our Members



Emissions reduction goals
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Fleet Goals

Upper Bound Modal Average Lower Bound

• Net zero strategy is most common – in anticipation of IMO raising ambition. 
• Fleet goals aligned with this average, however sensitivity analysis can be run to determine impact on the goal 

and IMO compliance under different scenarios (e.g changes to ship lifetime, or retrofitting capability) 



Thank you & 
Questions
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